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A Taste of Vegas • In Williamsburg: Inside the Amicus 
PSF Holds Annual IICasino Nightll Discrimination at W&M ............ p2-3 
By: Adrienne GrifTm 
Sounds of roulette wheels rolling, dice 
being thrown and cries of "hit me" echoed 
throughout the law school lobby last Sat-
urdaynigbt,SeptemberI4th.Ifawearyyet 
persistent studier were to emerge from the 
library rubbing his or her eyes around 
IOPM on that night, he or she might be 
surprised to find tables of poker and black-
jack instead of the usual sofas and potted 
plants. Although these sounds and sights 
are more often associated with the attrac-
tions of places like Las Vegas, Atlantic 
City or even Niagara Falls, but on that 
particular Saturday night it could have 
meant only one thing: it was time for the 
Public Service Fund's yearly presentation 
of "Casino Night." 
The Public Service Fund is a student-run 
organization that, as its name implies, seeks 
to encourage law students to explore ser-
vice oriented work during their summers 
away from Marshall Wythe. Every year, 
the PSF grants stipends to students who 
take unpaid summer jobs in the public 
interest sector. Because employers can-
not afford to pay intems, the PSF provides 
students with funds to live on. Examples 
of this past summer's stipend recipients 
include a student who worked in the 
Fredericksburg public defender 's office. 
one who served as an investigator on 
behalf of criminal defendants involuntarily 
committed to a psychiatric hospital in 
Washington, D.C. 
Casino Night traditionall .is the Public 
Service Fund' s first fund raiser of the ear. 
This year ' s event was a success thanks to 
the efforts ofBoardmembers Robert Miner 
and Bryan Olmos, who ran the event, Board 
member volunteers and volunteers from 
the student population. Casino Night 
gave students a chance to relax, have some 
good food and experience vicariously the 
thrills of gambling by using fake money. 
Those spotted at the event included Dean 
Robert Kaplan of Career Planning and 
Placement who showed off his card deal-
ing skill and Professor Eric Kades. well 
known to I L ' s and former I L s as a first 
year property professor. Also in atten-
dance were many students and four very 
in teresting characters with un usual name 
(see accompanying photo). The evening 
culminated in the announcing of the door 
prize raffle winners, who received certifi-
cates for free bowling, meals at local res-
taurants and rounds of golf. 
The Public Service Fund would like to 
thank the many volunteers who contrib-
uted their time to Casino Night. Students 
are encouraged to watch for the PSF gift 
shop, featuring William and Mary Law t-
shirts and other items of clothing, coming 
soon to the display case in the new wing. 
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Discriminatio·n at William & Mary Law School 
by Roger Clegg 
This past April, the Center for Equal Op- . 
portunity-a nonprofit, Sterling, Virginia-
based research and educational 
organization-published a 50-page study 
that documents evidence of racial and 
ethnic discrimination in the admissions 
policies of Virginia' s three public law 
schools: WilIiam & Mary, the University 
ofVirginia, and George Mason University. 
This is the first analysis of this kind ever 
done for law-school admissions anywhere 
In the country. 
The study is authored by Drs. Robert 
Lerner and Althea Nagai of Rockville, 
Maryland, but all the data on whichitrelies 
were supplied by the three law schools 
themselves. CEO obtained the data through 
freedom-of-information requests and 
turned it over to the Lerners, who did a 
sophisticated statistical analysis using 
multiple logistic regression equations. In 
layman's terms, they looked to see whether 
the data showed that skin color and ances-
try influenced an applicant's chances of 
adm ss on 
For two oftheschools-UVaand Willian1& 
Mary-the evidence is overwhelming that 
race makes a huge difference. Indeed, the . 
numbers for UV a are the worst that CEO 
has ever seen, having published studies 
looking at preferences for 47 undergradu-
ate institutions across the country (in-
cluding lOin Virginia) and for six medical 
schools. The law-school and other studies 
are alI available on CEO's website, 
www.ceousa.org. 
At William & Mary, there was also strong 
evidence of pronounced discrimination 
favoring African Americans. The odds 
ratio favoring blacks over whites there was 
168 to 1 in 1999 and 351 to I in 1998. Thus, 
in 1999,ifyou had an LSATof 155 and an 
undergraduate GPA of3.0, your chances 
of getting in were 84 percent if you were 
black but only 3 percent if you were white. 
The black-white gap in median GPA during 
the first-year oflaw school was greatest at 
William & Mary: six-tenths of a point on a 
4-point scale. 
It is interesting that, in 1998 and 1999-the 
two most recent years for which data were 
available and which are the focus of the 
study-there is no evidence that Latinos 
were given a preference over whites at any 
of the three schools. There was statisti-
cally significant evidence that Asians re-
ceived preferences at the three schools, 
but it was relatively small compared to the 
preference given African Americans, and 
was never greater than 3.9 to I. 
As noted earlier, CEO has also published 
analyses by Drs. Lerner and Nagai of the 
admissions data obtained-with the help of 
the Virginia Association of Scholars-from 
ten undergraduate public colleges and 
universities in Virginia. Evidence of dis-
crimination was found there, too, particu-
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larly at the more selective schools, like 
William & Mary . 
The law-school study released today high-
lights again the need for WilIiam & Mary-
and alI Virginia public universities-to 
explain exactly how they are using race to 
discriminate in admissions. CEO opposes 
such discrimination, but even those who 
favoritoughttoadmitthatVirginianshave 
a right to know to what extent their tax-
payer-funded schools are discriminating 
against (or for) them and their children. If 
the schools are unwilling to stop the dis-
crimination or even to admit what they are 
doing, then the new governor, lieutenant 
governor, and attorney general-and the 
state legislature-must demand that they 
do so. 
As a state institution, William & Mary is 
subject to the Constitution's Equal Pro-
tection Clause, which makes it illegal to 
"deny to any person ... the equal protec-
tion of the laws." Because it receives fed-
eralmoney, UVa isalso subject to Title VI 
of the 1964 Civil Rights Act: ''No person .. . 
shall, on the ground of race, color, or 
national origin, be excluded from participa-
tion in, be denied the benefits of, or be 
subjected to discrimination under any pro-' 
gram or activity . ... "The Equal Protection 
Clause and Title VI treat all races and 
ethnic groups equally: nothing in either 
suggests that it is more permissible to 
discriminate against Latinos, Asians, and 
whites than against blacks. 
The Supreme Court has declared, "A racial 
classification, regardless of its purported 
motivation, is presumptively inv~lid and 
can be upheld only upon an extraordinary 
justification." This extraordinary justifica-
tion requires that a state point to a "com-
pelling" goal and virtually no 
nondiscriminatory way to achieve it. The 
Court has stated repeatedly that this frame-
work applies in cases of "reverse discrimi-
nation" as well as old-fashioned 
discrimination. There are only two pos-
sible goals that William & Mary might 
hope to persuade a court are "compelling." 
William & Mary might claim that its dis-
crimination is remedial, to make up for past 
discrimination. But it has been some years 
since William & Mary has discriminated 
against blacks, and anyhow the new policy 
of preferences does nothing to redress 
those past victims. Instead, the beneficia-
ries are mostly 21- and 22-year-olds, born 
in the early 1980s, long after the passage 
and national enforcement of the civil rights 
laws. Yes, there are stilllingeriug effects of 
that discrimination, but the justices opin-
ions make clear that this is too amorphous 
a claim to pass legal muster. Indeed, the 
Virginiaattomey general's office, in a memo-
randum sent last April to, among others, 
William & Mary's president and board of 
visitors, made clear that the remedial ratio-
nale could no longer be used to justify 
racial and ethnic preferences in admission 
or financial aid in Virginia public higher 
educat on 
And so we are left with the diversity ratio-
nale. Despite its current popularity, it has 
a very thin legal pedigree, being endorsed 
only by Justice Powell-and no other jus-
tice-in his Bakke opinion. The court of 
appeals in Hopwood v. Texas concluded, 
correctly, that the diversity rationale would 
still fail to command a majority on the 
Supreme Court. The court of appeals with 
jurisdiction over William & Mary (the 
Fourth Circuit), in a case striking down 
blacks-only scholarships, has also stated 
that racial classifications "must be reserved 
for remedial settings." It is hard to square 
the remedial justification with the clear 
language in Title VI; for the diversity ratio-
nale, itis impossible. Justice O'Connor has 
pointed out that "modern equal protection 
doctrine" has recognized only the reme-
dial rationale as compelling. If something 
as touchy-feely as diversity can justify 
djscrimination, then anything could. 
Moreover, William & Mary' s use of the 
diversity rationale is inconsistent with 
Justice Powell's opinion itself(the Fourth 
Circuit's decisions in Tuttle v. Arlington 
County School Board and Eisenberg v. 
Montgomery County Public Schools bear 
this out). Powell would have permitted a 
college to use race to ensure that it enrolled 
students with "ideas and mores" and "ex-
periences, outlooks, and ideas" who will 
"contribute the most to the 'robust ex-· 
change of ideas. '" Powell was wrong that 
you need to consider race to achieve this 
sort of intellectual diversity, but never 
mind, because he also wrote: "If [the 
university 'S] purpose is to assure within 
its student body some specified percent-
age of a particular group merely because of 
its race or ethnic origin, such a preferential 
purpose must be rejected" because that 
"is discrimination for its own sake. This the 
Constitution forbids." 
This is a fair description of what the admis-
sion officials at William & Mary are doing. 
They have decided beforehand that they 
will feel better if they havea particular mix 
of students. And so an impoverished 
Asian, Latino, or white who would im-
prove a school's intellectual diversity is 
rejected in favor of a wealthy black student 
who will not, because the school has its 
predetehn.ined racial goals. That is "dis-
crimination for its own sake," and that is 
I leg a I 
Finally, while in my view it is ·illegal for 
William & Mary to discriminate on the 
basis of race in its admissions policies, the 
policy should be ended even ifit were not. 
Legal or illegal, it is unfair for some stu-
dents to get in because they have the right 
melanin content, and for others not to get 
In because theirs is wrong. 
See DISCRIMINATIO ,page 12 
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Analysis of Race and Ethnicity as a Factor in 
Admissions Decisions 
By: George McAllister 
Introduction 
In April 2002, the Center for Equal Op-
portunity (CEO), a Virginia-based, non-
profit think tank, published its study 
Racial and Ethnic Preferences at the Three 
Virginia Public Law Schools (henceforth 
"the study"). This study showed that 
strong preferences are given to Iilinority 
(Asian, black, and Hispanic) applicants at 
the law schools of the College of William 
& Mary (W &M), George Mason Univer-
sity (GMU), and the University ofVirginia 
(UVA). 
I t also analyzed differences in first year law 
school grade point averages (I L GP As) for 
Asian, black, Hispanic and white students 
at the three law schools, finding a relation-
ship between IL GPAs and Law School 
Admissions Test scores (LSATs) and 
undergraduate GPAs (UGPAs). 
Because ofthe nature of the data analyzed 
in the study, the most familiar statistical 
tests - those usually taught in undergradu-
ate' introductory statistics classes - could 
not be used. I write this article to concisely 
explain in non-technical terms the findings 
of the study, with a particular focus on the 
data for W &M's law school. I do not posit 
explanations for the phenomena uncov-
ered by the study and discussed here, and 
~I explicitly reserve opinion on the ethical 
and political status of affirmative action, 
preferential admissions, and related sub-
jects. This article is about mathematics, 
not politics. 
The original study is still freely available 
for download at CEO' s website, [http:// 
www.ceousa.org]. The study analyzed 
admissions data from the schools for the 
years 1998 and 1999, the most recent years 
for which such data were available. My 
discussion will focus on 1999, as it is the 
most recent year. Data for 1998 are similar. 
Race and Ethnicity as a Factor in Admis-
sions Decisions 
The study attempted to discover how im-
portant the following factors were in ad-
missions decisions: UGP A, LSAT score, 
sex of the applicant (male or female), resi-
dence status (in-state or not), and race 
(Asian, black, Hispanic, orwhite). Each of 
the three law schools proved to weight 
each factor differently. For example, at 
W &M female applicants had a slight ad-
vantage over male applicants, whereas at 
GMU and UV A male applicants were 
advantaged. Certain trends did emerge, 
however. For example, at all three schools 
Asian and black applicants had some ad-
vantage over Hispanic and white appli-
cants. As this article focuses on the effects 
of race and ethnicity and is written for a 
W &M audience, further examination will 
be restricted to the study's discoveries 
about race/ethnicity as a factor in admis-
sions decisions at W&M' s law school. 
Future references to "the Law School" 
refer to that school. 
The applicant pool at the Law School for 
1999 had the following racial/ethnic demo-
graphics: 
Applicant Pool at W &M, by Race/ 
Ethnicity, 1999 
Asian: 90/0 
Black: 90/0 
Hispanic: 5% 
White: . 77% 
Generally, the study found that at the Law 
School Asian, black, and Hispanic appli-
cants were favored for admission over 
white applicants in 1998 and 1999. Three 
statistics were computed to illustrate the 
strength of the effect of race on admis-
sions decisions: the LSA TslUGP As of 
admitted students of different races/ 
ethnicities, average admission odds ra-
tios, and average admission probabilities. 
Though odds ratios are given prominence 
both in the study itself and in references to 
the study in the media, the other statistics 
are more easily understandable, so I will 
focus on them. The LSA TslUGP As of 
admitted students by race allows a very 
rough, at-a-glance notion of the strength 
of the preference. The average admission 
probabi lity, a more complex statistic, de-
termines how likely it is that a candidate 
with given credentials will be admitted to 
the Law School. The study calculates a few 
values of this statistic, some of which will 
be reproduced here . However, it also in-
correctly calculates this statistic at least 
once. The corrected data is also included. 
The LSATslUGP As of admitted students 
by race is given in the study at the 25th, 50th , 
and 75th percentiles. Tb save space, only 
the 50th percentile is reproduced here. This 
is the LSA Tor UGP A in the middle - half of 
admittees scored higher, half scored lower. 
Median LSA TIUGPA of Admittees, by 
RaceJEthnicity,1999 
LSAT 
Asian: 161 
Black: 154 
Hispanic: 162 
White: 163 
UGPA 
Asian: 329 
Black: 322 
Hispanic: 332 
White: 3.47 
These data seem to indicate that minority 
applicants, particularly black applicants, 
were admitted with noticeably lower 
LSATslUGPAs. This is only a very rough 
analysis, however, and does not indicate 
whether, for example, minority applicants 
were preferred over white applicants at a 
given LSA TIUGPAcombination or, if they 
were, what the strength of that preference 
was. 
The average admission probability statis-
tic is more useful in that regard. Probability 
of admission to the Law School is affected 
by the several attributes of the applicant 
mentioned above: UGPA, LSA T, sex, resi-
dence status, and race. Given a value for 
each of these attributes, it is possible to 
calculate the average probability of admis-
sion for the years covered by the study. 
F or example, a 1999 applicant who was an 
Asian female from out-of-state with an 
LSAT and UGPA of 163 and 3.4, respec-
tively , (the 2004 medians) had a 94% prob-
ability ofbeing admitted to the Law School. 
This does not mean that every applicant 
with the listed attributes had precisely a 
94% probability ofbeing admitted. Rather, 
it means that, given a group of applicants 
with those attributes, the average of their 
individual probabilities of admission would 
be94%. 
To help clarify the effect of race on average 
admission probability, I will assume a value 
for all attributes but race and then calculate 
admission probability. Any variation in 
admission probability will then tum only 
on racial differences. In all the cases given 
below, I assume that the applicant is a male, 
out-of-state resident in 1999 . Females would 
have a somewhat higher probability of 
admission, as would Virginia residents. 
Admission probabilities are calculated at 
threedifferentLSA TIUGP A combinations: 
163/3.4, the 2004 Law School medians, 160/ 
3.25, a strong but not decisive record and 
the combination that is incorrectly calcu-
lated in the study, and 150/3.0, the national 
average LSA Tscore and asimple 'B' UGP A. 
Probabilities are rounded to whole num-
bers. 
LSAT: 164,GPA:3.40 
Asian: 94% 
Black: 100% 
Hispanic: 92% 
White: 82% 
LSAT: l60,GPA:3.25 
Asian: 590/0 
Black: 99% 
Hispanic: 52% 
White: 31% 
LSAT: 150,GPA:3.00 
Asian: 1% 
Black: 22'%. 
Hispanic: 0% 
White: 0% 
These probabilities indicate that race is a 
strong factor in admissions decisions and 
that the strongest preference is given to 
black applicants, followed by Asian appli-
cants and then Hispanic applicants. The 
preference given to black applicants is 
much greater than that given to any other 
race/ethnicity and, though it is not appar-
ent from the above data, is also much 
stronger than that given to females or in-
state students. Unfortunately, the exact 
strength of the preference given to any 
particular race/ethnicity cannot be deter-
mined from these probabilities. 
Performance in the First Year o fLaw School 
Previous studies have shown that LSA T 
scores and UGP As have some power to 
predict I L GP As. As there are differences 
in the LSA TslUGP As at which various 
raceslethnicities are admitted, the study 
also attempted to examine the relationship 
between LSATIUGPA and lLGPAatthe 
Law School. It did this by comparing 1 L 
GP As to LSA T scores and UGP As for the 
period from 1993 to 1998. It is difficult to 
clearly state the study' s findings in this 
area in entirely non-technical terms, so I 
strongly recommend consulting the study 
itself. However, the major point is that 
minority students at the Law School tend 
to have lower IL GPAs than white stu-
dents. The size of the difference varies by 
race/ethnicity, however. The 50th percen-
tile I L GP A for students at the Law School 
over the period 1993-1998 is: 
Median ILGPA, 1993-1998 
Asian: 3.00 
Black: 2.50 
Hispanic: 2.90 
White: 3.10 
This is unsurprising. As m'cr!tioned above, 
other studies have shown that LSA T 
scores and UGPAs have some power to 
predict I L GP As. The CEO study demon-
strates that this power is about the same 
for the Law School as it is for law schools 
throughout the nation. It follows , then, 
that students admitted with lower LSA Ts/ 
UGP As would have lower I L GP As. A 
related discovery is that black students at 
the Law School tend to have lower 'IL 
GPAs than their LSA TslUGPAs would 
predict. This is an example of a phenom-
enon well known in testing research called 
"over-prediction," the tendency of stan-
dardized tests to predict that black stu-
dents will make higher grades than they 
actually do. The reason for this phenom-
enon is not known. 
Summary 
The CEO study indicates that preferences 
in admission to the Law School are given 
to Asian, black, and Hispanic applicarits. 
The preference is particularly strong for 
black applicants, whose average prob-
abilities of admission are much higher at 
lower LSATIUGP A combinations than 
even those of other minorities. The study 
also indicates that minority students at the 
Law School tend to have lower I L GP As 
than 'white students, as would be pre-
dicted by their lower LSA TslUGP As. 
I am happy to discuss the technical details 
of this study with anyone, though I repeat 
that I reserve judgment on all other as-
pects . E-mail any questions to 
ghmcal@wTIl.edu, or feel free to talk with 
me face-to-face. I am usuallY in the Law 
School on Monday and Wednesday. 
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THE 
FUTURE 
OF 
SPORTS IN 
AMERICA 
By: TarekShuman 
H was a Wednesday. It was like any 
other day. The only difference was that it 
was Wednesday, September II ,2002, one 
year to the day after devastation and hate 
crashed into our lives like a meteor from the 
heavens. It was a day to remember and 
reflect. But it was also a day to look ahead 
at our future ; itwas a pointwherewe could 
all sit down, examine our lives, and estab-
lish how we felt about where we (individu-
als and the planet as a whole) are going. 
Perhaps it is just a true sports fan 
talking here, but I think some of the most 
touching moments of200 1 occurred when 
the sports world resumed play after the 
events of that infamous Tuesday. The 
Mets and the Yankees were both playing 
on the road. The fans across the country 
cheered, prov;ng to America that as great 
as the world of sports divides us some-
times between rivalries and divisions and 
conferences, we could still remember that 
it was just a game, just entertainment for 
the country as a whole, just another way 
for us to gather sometimes and celebrate 
life. 
Itwasjust a matter of time before sports 
returned to a more divided scenario. 
Frankly, it just seems more fitting to return 
to a time when Red Sox fans could boo the 
Yankees. They 've been doing it since 
1918; did you honestly think they would . 
stop anytime soon? 
Butasourdaily li ves slowly returned to 
routine, I got the feeling like maybe the 
sports world should have held on to a few 
more values than the simple placing of 
American flags throughout stadiums and 
arenas. 
American sports represent more to this 
country than anywhere else in the world. 
I don ' t care if you are a sports fan or not; 
you have to admit that the sports world 
dominates this country 's attention more 
than any other industry year-in and year-
out. And with this attention comes an 
unspoken promise that perhaps the sports 
communi ty as a whole may remember why 
we worship them so much and start think-
ing about bringing up more important ques-
tions than ' When do we get paid? ' 
You want unarguable proof that the 
sports world has not changed its money-
grubbing ways atallsinceSept. II'h? Two 
words: baseball strike. Do you know how 
furious I was when I heard those words 
come out on television and in the newspa-
pers? Well, I'll tell you. Never before have 
I been more disgusted ,vith baseball than 
in 1994 when the players walked out on 
the season in the middle of August. Never 
befo re has baseball suffered a greater 
fina ncial loss than after that strike. And 
do you kiIowwhy? THEF ANS ARE NOT 
STUPID! The fans of baseball took it upon 
themselves to tell the sports world some-
thing: don't forget who gives you (the 
players and owners) your money. We are 
the average Americans who shell out $40 
for crappy seats, $7 fo r a war m beer, and 
$35 for a t-shirt that falls apart after being 
worn once. Andyouknowwhy? Because 
we love it! We love the fact that a regular 
game on a regular day can turn into a 
memorable event. We love cheering for a 
team and players that represent us. 
So how is it even possible for baseball 
to try and throw that back in our faces and 
say, , it's not good enough that you pay 
my salary or that you cheer for me even 
though we have lost 18 straight games and 
haven't made the playoffs in 40 years. I 
deserve more money." I'msorry . .... could 
you repeat that? You deserve more money? 
Let's stop for a second and determine why 
exactly a person that plays baseball (or 
football or basketball or any other SPORT) 
deserves to make an enormous sum of 
money in America. 
The players' argued that they deserved 
"fair wages" from the owners because 
baseball is a multi-billion dollar industry. 
r see. That makes perfect sense to me, 
because, after all, this country is about 
making exactly what we DESERVE and not 
what people are actnally willing to give us. 
So in this fantasy world that baseball play-
ers apparently live in, they contest that the 
minimum salary per player for one season 
should be $300,000. 
By that logic America's teachers 
should be making 1,000 times that amount. 
How is it possible that one man can 
earn $300,000 for playing baseball? I'm 
sorry; let me rephrase that. .. .. . for watch-
ing baseball! You know who makes 
$300,000? The bench-warmers . . . .. . the 
guys that pinch-hit in the bottom of the 8'h 
when his team is already losing 41 -
2 . ....... theguy thatbats .067 and the only 
reason you have him on your team is 
because he can hita 55 mph curve ball well. 
That' s minimum wage for you. 
It's about time that baseball and the 
sports world as a whole got realistic about 
the amount of money that they control in 
America. Let's do some high school math 
here: 32 NFL teams with about 60 players 
each + 28 NBA teams wi th 12 players each 
+29NHL teams with about20players each 
+ 30 MLB teams each with 25 players. So 
about .000000000000 I % of the population 
of America wants to argue with us fans 
(let's say, all sports combined) about 50% 
of the 280 million people in this country? 
We 're going to let an NFL kicker tell us that 
he deserves to make $5 million? Or a 
starting pitcher that plays in every fifth 
gamethatheEARNS 100timesasmuchas 
a firefighter? So, like any true sports fan, 
let's break down some numbers here. 
I was watching the Houston Texans 
play their first game as .a franchise last 
week. Of course the new owner was in-
vited by ESPN to talk about "all the great 
things the city of Houston can look for-
ward to now that football has returned." 
(Oh wait, it gets better.) You see, the 
Texans have an exciting brand new sta-
dium to play in for fans of all ages to enjoy. 
It's got all the hottest trends in stadiums 
these days, but the most apparent is the 
retractable roof that allows the team to play 
comfortably when the weather gets bad. 
Everyone got that? The team NEEDS 
a retractable roof. Why, you ask? When 
the owner was asked by ESPN why they 
opted for the roof (which ain't cheap) 
instead of an always open or always closed 
stadium, he was up front about it. To 
reduce the cost of the stadium the Texans 
contracted with a Houston rodeo com-
pany to shar.e the stadium whenever the 
Texans were not playing. The rodeo com-
pany has to have an enclosed stadium, so 
that narrowed down the options that the 
Texans had in choosing how to spend their 
money. And they opted for the most 
expensive choice. 
So for three hours a day for eight days 
a year, the Texans will have tile choice of 
playing with the roof open or closed. That's 
24 hours in i111 entire year that they actually 
care about having a retractable roof. But 
remember. .... they needed it. 
Brian Griese is ilie highest paid player 
in the NFL. And he was booed AT HOME 
in the opening game of the season. Why? 
Because he was playing like crap, and fans 
reserve the right to get angry at someone 
that is making $15 million a year for throw-
ing a football. 
Alex Rodriguez signed the biggest 
contract in sports history 1\'10 years ago. 
He will make $252 million over ten years. 
Alonzo Mourning (who is actually one of 
the NBA's hardest working and most re-
spected players) will probably miss the 
entire '02- '03 season because of his kid-
ney problems. Either way, he still makes 
over $20 million this year alone. 
I'm not saying that guys that work hard 
and fight for their team don ' t deserve to 
make some decent money for what they do. 
But why exactly do they get paid in ad-
vance for work that they promise to do? 
What about the ballplayer that has an 
incredible year and demands a huge con-
tract from his teanl before the next season? 
He claims that he deserves more money 
because he has the potential to be a pre-
miere star. Ifhe doesn 't get what he wants, 
he will get the money somewhere else 
because, in the sports world, someone is 
always willing to pay more. And that 
playen ill make exactly what he negotiates 
for whether he does just as well the next 
season or does horribly. Well , at some 
point the fans will refuse to pay more for 
the games, no matter how important they 
are to us. 
We deserve to have a greater say in the 
sports we pay money to see. We deserve 
a team of players that go out on the field or 
on the court and play their hearts out for 
each and every game, whether they are in 
last place or first, whether they lose by 800 
points or win by a last-second touchdown. 
We, as Americans, who work hard and 
never give up fighting, have earned it. 
So how does the sports world change 
its greedy ways? How do we bring back 
the great eras ofbaseball where Cal Ripken 
played every damn game because he 
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wanted to, or where Gordie Howe played 
hockey when he was sixty-something years 
old because the man hated to take off his 
skates ...... the game was and always will 
be a part of them and a part of us. We 
respect its legend and its history as part of 
the greater scheme of America, not be-
cause it's just a sport, but because it is an 
American symbol. It 's so much more than 
agame. 
Let this be a warning to all the owners and 
players and hot dog vendors of all the 
sports in America: we are watching you. 
We may not be the smartest country in the 
world, but we sure as hell aren ' t stupid. 
You have time to change. But remember, 
while it may not be an easy thing for us to 
do, there will come a point in our lives 
where we will wake up and realize that you 
are not worth the millions you claim you 
are. 
I can see the 350 lb. offensive lineman 
shaking now. They fear me. 
See 
Something I 
Familiar? 
Want 
To? 
Place 
your Ad 
here! 
Contact 
Brooke Heilborn 
(bsheil@wm.edu) 
or 
MichaelR Thompson 
(mrtbom@wm:edu) 
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Trying to communicate",bike ... broken ... 
Summer in Cambodia 
By: MaryaShahriary 
At the very first meeting oflegal skills 
Professor Christie Warren described her 
work in Cambodia and, incidentally, what 
would be my summer clerkship. I was 
fortunate enough to work in an incredible 
country that is so different from any other 
country I have ever visited. In Cambodia 
the rule of law has hardly been estab-
lished; the country and its people are still 
recovering from atrocities conm1itted al-
most three decades ago. There are very 
few Western amenities, a handful of West-
erners in the Capitol, and twelve million 
Cambodians who are mostly very poor. 
It is much easier to understand the 
country, and have sympathy for the coun-
try, if you know abouttheirpast, and if you 
don' t know about their past then it would 
be too easy to judge the country harshly. 
Pol Pot took over the country for four years 
and killed and destroyed anythingCambo-
dian thatdidn ' tserve him: educated people 
and their children, culture, books, cur-
rency, government, laws, buildings. The 
people Pol Pot and his Khmer Rouge army 
didn ' t kill by sawing off their heads on 
trees or cutting out their livers and cooking 
them, he killed by starvation (they were 
usually given less than a Y2 cup of watery 
rice per day), by ovenvorking them, or by 
taking their will to live. The atrocities 
cannot be down played- many say it was 
worse than the Holocaust-but they are 
now in the past and the current harm on the 
community is serious in its own right. Now 
the people in Cambodia have lost a sense 
of community. A majority of the people 
alive in Cambodia were taught as children 
or adults to report anyone who was against 
"Angka" (like people who stole lizards 
from the fields to eat or snuck in a visit to 
their mother in another work camp) . They 
were also taught that families were evil and 
many other ideas that became part of the 
Cambodian way oflife that were not known 
before 1975. Today the peopleofCambo-
dia have a King who abandoned his coun-
try when Pol Pot threatened him and a 
Prime Minis~er who is an ex-high ranking 
Khmer Rouge (reformed?) official. And 
somehow progress is still occurring. It is 
very slow and difficult to affect but it is 
happening. 
So in this country of people who are 
scarred mentally and physically and who 
all remember or 'at least live with these 
realities and where corruption is still ram-
pant and structure is still an abstract con-
cept, there are countless ways to help. My 
organization is one of two in the country 
solely dedicated to providing protection 
from the law and from criminals to people 
who otherwise would have absolutely 
none. It's very difficult to describe what 
I did because I did anything that was 
necessary. The people that I worked with 
were incredibly kind and welcoming and 
ro
· 
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Juvenile Litigation Project O ffice 
allowed me to do anything that I believed 
Icoulddo. But much more important than 
anything I did was everything that Ilearned 
about their culture and way of life and 
justice system. 
I watched my co-workers interview 
children in jails who did not know what a 
lawyer was, I met far too many young 
victims of rape, lots of young boys who had 
stolen mopeds and a middle aged farmer 
who had stolen a rotten watermelon. I 
ta.ught a five year old who lived in a prison 
W1th her mom how to count to ten in Khmer 
(children under six can live with their 
convicted or detained mothers.) In Cam-
bodia nobody shows emotions on their 
faces when they are in an oIDcialsituation 
so I sat through rape and torture and 
~~rdertrials and nobody ever cried orgot 
vlslb~y ang~. ~d in Cambodia aU parties 
to cnmes Sit nght next to each other on a 
single bench in front of the judge. 
Most courthouses in Cambodia are in the 
middle of an overgrown piece ofland with 
livestock grazing all around, it is 110 de-
grees outside, there are pane-less win-
dows, hard benches and broken fans on 
the ceilings. It ' s a civil law country so in 
the court room is the clerk who talks on his 
cell phone throughout trial, the prosecutor 
who talks on his cell phone throughout 
trial, the judge who talks on her cell phone 
throughout trial, and our lawyer either 
representing the victim along side of the 
prosecutor, or defending the accused. At 
least our lawyers always tum their cell 
phones off. Incidentally, the clerks take 
Kandal Province Commune Police Post 
dubious notes of al) the proceedings which 
compile the public records of Cambodia 
which are impossible to access. I tried. ' 
It all sounds strange I m sure, and I have 
mentioned so little because there is just 
too much. As far as working like a lawyer, 
I am sure I was able to do much more there 
than I would have in America. Because 
Cambodia's new legal system is so young 
and the crimes committed are pretty basic, 
the laws are pretty easy to work with and 
understand. I thought that I was not going 
~o be able to offer much after only one year 
In law school, but I really could because 
Cambodia is in need of so much. Even if 
you are not interested in doing Interna-
tional Law, and I'm not sure that I am I 
highly recommend doing an Internatio~al 
Internship if it at all interests you because 
it is a ~re opportunity and it is an amazing 
expenence. 
.~;!; [ ~E - ' . 
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Win~ ftom Atoond the Wotld, 
~anhl~t;e ~e1eet;on of ImJlOtted and Domerlic Beet, 
Atti!::Iln Qnd ~Qtmd~d Ch~, 
Cigat~ and Unique Gifts. 
T a!:ting Bat O~ ~ti~y ~nd ~tutday 4.-7pm. 
Wine C1a~~ held the 2M Wednesday of mod months. 
Convenlenffy LOC:llted in Monticello MatKeflll~ce 
Williamd!utg, Va 
· 757-56tUAOO 
OJleh Mondfly-~tutday 10-9 
Visit u!: on the W~ Ilt l/IIIN.gtll~!llhet!/"ille.com 
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Partners in 
Law Kicks 
Off the 2002 
AcadeDlic 
Year 
By: Ted Lotchin 
Thetrials and tears of students striving to 
become lawyers have been documented 
thoroughly·in books, movies, and the popu-
lar media. While law school can be a stress-
ful time for the students themselves, it can 
be even more demanding for the people 
supporting them. Moving to an unfamiliar 
place, searching for a new job, and trying 
to make new friends are common issues 
identified by significant others who are 
sharing in the law school experience. Top 
these challenges off with a partner who, to 
quote Scott Turow" s 1 L, is "barely there, 
distracted at all moments, and usually study-
ing", and you can have a recipe for disas-
ter. 
In order to meet the needs of significant 
others in the Marshall-Wythe community, 
Partners in Law got the 2002 academic year 
started in style with an organizational 
meeting on Tuesday, September lOth . Part-
ners in Law is a social group geared to-
wards supporting students ' loved ones 
during the law school experience. The 
group is planning monthly meetings for 
partners throughout the school year, with 
additional social events to include stu-
dents as well. Preliminary plans are under 
way for softball games, as well as picnics 
and 11)0vie screenings. Although Partners 
in Law was originally designed forsignifi-
cant others, law students are always wel-
come to participate. 
Troy and Jennifer Hammon hosted the 
initial meeting of Partners in Law for 20 
significant others and their law students. 
According to Mrs. Hammon, "The first 
meeting went really well. It was a better 
turn out than I expected." She also ex-
pressed excitement about the interest 
shown by law students, as well as part-
ners. "Usually, it's just the spouses that 
show up. I initially didn' t think it would go 
that way, but it's an opportunity for sig-
nificant others to provide support in a 
relaxed environment." Mrs. Hammon felt 
that the support provided by similar groups 
for partners in military settings was veiy 
helpful. She wanted to see if the same 
successful experience would be possible 
at William & Mary. 
Several of the meeting's attendees were 
optimistic about the law school ' s efforts to 
support partners during this unique expe-
rience. Chris Barker felt that William & 
Mary has been attentive to the needs of 
spouses and significant others and that 
Partners in Law in particular provided a 
great opportunity to build a support sys-
tem and social network. "I like the idea of 
getting people together," said Barker. 
"Hopefully, seeing people regularly will 
lead to more individual interactions." 
Barker and Hammon both felt that the 
meeting for spouses and significant oth-
ers during the Legal Skills orientation week 
was an important tool for communicating 
with other people who have survived the 
1 L experience. In adtlition, applying for 
status as a recognized student group has 
been proposed as a possibility, depending 
on the efforts of this year' s group. 
Plans are already under way for a volley-
ball outing and another social meeting in 
October. Partners in Law is still looking for 
new members and volunteers to organize 
monthly meetings. All interested law stu-
dents and signiticant others are encour-
aged to contactJennifer Hammon at (757) 
565-3253 for more information about up-
coming events 
The (orner Po(ket 
JAZZ every thursday night 7-9 pm 
featuring IIII bill brown on trumpet 
mike jacobs on saxophone 
jordan ponzi on bass 
ryan corbitt on keyboards 
jon wade on drums 
WILLIAMSBURG CROSSING SHOPPI G CENTER 
220-0808 
www.wmburgweb.comfthecorner.pocker 
SHARING 
THE 
SUMMER 
. . 
INTERNSIllP 
By: Gary Abbott 
Thursday, September 8, 2002, Dean 
Lewis from the Office of Career Planning 
and Placement (OCCP) hosted a presenta-
tion on summer interning. Five gracious 
and forthcoming 3L' s gave an audience of 
mostly 2L' s the benefit of their experi-
ences working in an assortment oflaw jobs 
this past summer "break." Their jobs ran 
the gamut from big to small, public to 
private. And Carl (Zeke) Ross, Lelan Car-
penter, Kate Lenane, Edith Sanders, and 
Alex Mankowich told all, so to speak. 
Mr. Ross did BIG; big firms, big cities . 
He actually split the summer between 
Troutman Sanders in DC and Arnold & 
Porter in Richmond. The firms had very 
structured training programs for interns 
and exposed him to a variety of different 
types of legal work. There were a lot of 
research memos, but none similar enough 
to make it become routine work. There was 
a little pro bono and he got tq sit in on some 
depositions. Work came to him straight · 
from the firms associates, all of whom gave 
freely of their time when he ne(!ded guid-
ance. He and other interns interacted well 
at the first firm, but as a newbie for the 
second job in the middle of the summer, the 
atmosphere was a little less friendly al-
though still cordial. He got lots of formal 
evaluation feedback and his final assess-
mentwasthatheliked it very much! (With 
the exclamation mark evident in his voice.) 
Ms. Carpenter did BIGGER; New York 
City with the American Federation OfTele-
vision and Radio Artists (AFTRA), one of 
the largest entertainer' s trade unions . 
Even though the national office of AFTRA 
was on the next floor up, she worked for the 
New York branch, with very little interac-
tion between the ·organizations. Not des-
ignated to any one lawyer, she had a series 
of assignments that sounded like serious 
business. Research and briefs on cases 
involving EEOC recommendations to both 
artists and production companies, con-
tract work on non-compete clauses for 
entertainers, and sitting in on collective 
bargaining sessions. She felt that she was 
accepted well into the office society of 
lawyers and other employees in spite of it 
being a pretty tight group and the fact that 
many of the lawyers were often out on 
assignments in other cities. She also came 
to the conclusion that our labor laws really 
do work. It was a fulfilling summer overall. 
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More BIG, with Ms. Lenane spending 
her summer as a civil servant, working in 
the Office of General Council for the Gen-
eralAccountingOffice(GAO) in DC. And 
she loved it. She was with a very friendly 
group, shared frequent lunches, the office 
had an informal working atmosphere and 
she especially liked the regular hours. The 
work went well, too. She was assigned 
specific projects, working them sequen-
tially to some stage of completion. There 
was lots of research on bid protest adjudi-
cation for government contracts. Current 
events registered with new significance 
while she worked due process issues in-
volving alleged members of al Qaeda. Help 
was available from most of the lawyers in 
the office and she got formal written feed-
back at the end. Finally, she has the oppor-
tunity to continue the association after 
graduation. A very positive summer expe-
nence. 
Ms. Sanders was also a public servant 
for the summer, interning with the Com-
monwealth Public . Defender III 
Fredericksburg, a smaller city and her home 
town. She shared an office with two other 
interns and it sounded like she hit the 
ground running. She did client interviews, 
appellate transcript reviews and wrote 
motions on cases. By ~e end of her term, 
she was in court in front of the judge. There 
was not a formal training program with the 
PO, her assignments being, based on the 
work load, but there was frequent oral 
feedback. The city' s legal community was 
a fairly tight group and she had a number 
of group lunches that sometimes included 
counsel for the opposition, with fascinat-
ing shop talk abounding. It was a very 
educational experience. 
Ms. Mankowich took on the scariest 
internship of all. In her job search she 
targeted the location where she plans to 
work after graduation and drummed up a 
job with a solo practitioner in Colorado 
Springs. No hiding in the crowd in her 
work. Hers was an informal training pro-
gram that involved whatever walked in the 
door. There was a lot of personal injury 
work, criminal defense cases, and some 
family law. She had to learn to deal with 
ciients quickly, since the lawyer was often 
out of the office. Without a cadre of asso-
c'iates around, she found the office parale-
gals and secretary to be a fount of 
information and pumped them for all they 
were worth. Feedback was oral, informal, 
and fr@quent, but too often came only 
when a mistake was made. She learned to 
ask first. Undeterred, she claims to be game 
for more in the future. 
A brief Q&A followed the last of the 
speakers. When pressed, they did admit to 
some initial trepidation when they fIrst got 
to their jobs, the "What-am-I -doing-here?" 
feeling. But they all claimed it disappeared 
in short order and that the novices in the 
audience would be surprised at what they 
really have learned in law school. Summer 
internships were highly recommended for 
everyone. 
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Amicus In-Depth Faculty/StaffInterview 
Questionnaire*- Professor Giuffrida 
By: Andrea D' Ambria 
1) What's your favorite word? 
Pizzaaaaaaaaaaa, so you have the ever-
present bit of Italian stereotype. 
2) What's your least favorite word? 
"Money", when people think that the value 
of a person can be expres ed in monetary. 
tenns. 
3) What's your most vivid childhood 
memory? 
Coming back home from kindergarten with 
the school bus, I must have been 3 y.o., 
and seeing my mum and little sister wai ting 
for me .. . you know, we Italians are such 
Mama's people! 
4) When you were a child, what did you 
wantto be when you grew up? 
A teacher ... but it depended on my level of 
education: in primary school I wanted to be 
a primary school teacher, in junior sc·hool 
ajunior school teacher, and so on. Well, at 
some point I wanted to be a ballerina 
queen, princess, the second Mother 
Theresa (! !), a notary public (!), a virolo-
gist, a Red Cross Volunteer but teaching 
was always my dream. 
5) What's your favorite smell? 
The sea ... when I go back home and I land 
at the airport, the first thing I do is to fill my 
lungs with air and keep it for a second. and 
I then feel the taste of sea in my mouth. 
6) What's your leastfavorite smell? 
London's underground air. .. its smell is 
unique: humidity, pollution, fish and chips, 
hamburgers, tourists (just imagine in the 
summer!). artificial heat and a 'je fie sais 
quoi' of London. 
7) What other profession would you like 
to try? 
There is not one, but many. The main ones 
are Human Rights Attorney, Commis-
sioner for the European Community and ... 
full time mum! 
8) WhatotherprofessionwouldyouNOT 
wanttotry? 
Accountant (and thars in the best interest 
of any potential client!), and Tax attorney 
(no offence to anybody, please!). 
9) lfyouhaveatattoo, wbatdoes itsay (or 
depict) ... ifyou don't have one, and decided 
to get one, what would it say (or depict)? 
I am not a tattoo person, but assuming 
(very much hypotheticall ) that I were to 
get one, I would have it located on my 
forehead and it would represent a little 
dachshund . . . 
10) What'sthebestthingaboutyour 
job? What's theworsething about your 
job? 
Best thing? Being able to pass my passion 
for the law to somebody else. Worse thing? 
That I cannot take my dog to my office. 
11) If you could talk to one person 
living or dead, who would it be? 
There would haye to be two: Socrates and 
Margot Fonteyn (the greatest ballerina 
ever). 
12) What's one little known fact 
about William and Mary School of Law 
that eYeryone should know? 
I would say tha't our students should be 
aware that in many other law schools in the 
world Professors are NEVER available for 
students. Here, every door is ahvays open. 
So, cut it down with that complaining 
about the Professor not being at his 'her 
desk for 10 minutes!!! 
13) lfyoucouldappointthene).1three 
Supreme Court justices, who would they 
be? 
,------------------------, 
Announce your event here. 
Free for student clubs and events. 
(Cheap for everyone else ... ) 
,------------------------~ 
Hard question for me since I have been 
here for such a short time. I do not want to 
make an politicall ' embarrassing state-
ment, so I d rather go for the "no com-
ment' . 
Professor Berry's question: Which for-
eign country do you never wisb to visit 
again? 
I am a compulsive trayeler and I am of the 
opinion that eyery country deseryes to be 
visited. If! were not to like a certain place, 
I would go there again because I might 
haY-e missed the cultural es ence of that 
country. 
Nowyou bave a chance to pose a question 
to the next faculty member to answer this 
questionnaire. ... 
My question: Three most fayourite read-
ings of all times? 
*Questions borrowed heavily from Bravo's 
InsidetheActor's Studio's Bernard Pivot 
Questionnaire and the N ationalJournal's 
Media 'lonitor spotlight questionnaire. 
A few actually conceived by ""illiam and 
Mary law students. 
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Amicus In-Depth Faculty/StaffInterview 
Questionnaire* - Professor Berry 
By: Andrea D' Ambria 
1) What's~'ourfavoriteword? 
Humuhumunukunukuapuaa. It is the state 
fi sh ofHay·aii. 
2) What's your least favorite word? 
De:lth 
3) What's your most vivid childhood 
memory? 
My most yiyid childhood memory is of my 
parents selling our family's dog when my 
f:lther became allergic to him. 
4 When you were a child, what did you 
wanttobewhenyougrew up? 
As a child, I suppose that I lacked aim and 
direction. I never had a strong desire to be 
anything. 
5) What's yourfavorite smell? 
Freshly baked chocolate chip cookies 
0) What's your least favorite smell? 
Horse manure 
7) \\ hat other profession would you like 
to try? 
Play-by-play radio announcer for the De-
troit Tigers. 
8) \\ hat other profession would you NOT 
wanttotry? 
Professional boxer. 
9) If you have a tattoo, what does it say (or 
depict) ... if you don 't haveone~ and decided 
to get one, what would it say (or depict)? 
I don't have a tattoo. If! decided to get a 
tatt00. it would only be under threat of 
bodily haml, and I haye no idea. what it 
\\'ould :3Y tor depi n. 
10) What's thebestthing about your 
job? What's the worse thing about your 
job? 
The best thing about my job is having the 
opportunity to think about and discuss 
interesting issues. To find out the worst 
thing about my job, see my answer to 
question # 12. 
11) If you could talk to one person 
liYing ordead, who would it be? 
The choi e is obvious: "American Idol" 
K llyClarkson. 
12) What's one little known fact 
about William and Mary School of Law 
that everyone should kno .? 
My office is very cold. 
13) IfyoucouidappointtheneA1three 
Supreme Court justices, who would they 
be? 
(1) ChiefJudge 1. Han ie Wilkinson of the 
United States Court of Appeals for the 
Fourth Circuit 
(2) Judge Danny Boggs of the United tates 
Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit 
(3) CalifomiaSupremeCourtJusticeJani e 
BrO\\11 
Professor Alces' question: Which ofthe 
foregoing questions did you answer least 
honestly? 
14) oOIfyoucould talk to one 
person living or dead, who would it be?"' 
D:lvid Tatel. Elizabeth Lacy. and Kathleen 
ullinn 
our 
I 'owyou havea chance to pose a question 
to the next faculty member to answer this 
questionnaire .... 
\Vhich foreign 'ountry do you ne\'er wish 
to \ 'isit again': 
aren't you making sewn figures some-
where as a law. 'er: 
*Questions borrowed hea\ ily from Bravo's 
InsidetheActor's Studio's Bernard Pivot 
Questionnaire and the 1\ ationalJournal's 
;\ledia "Ionitor spotlight questionnaire. 
A few actually conceh'ed bv William and 
If you are as smanas we think you are. why ;\Iarylawstudents. 
er • 
Not yet ... but it coul be. 
... 
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Law School 
COlDlDunity 
RelDeDlbers 
SepteDlber 
11th One 
Year Later 
By Marie Siesseger 
Amid t a nation-wide outpouring of pa-
triotism and grief, approximately 100 mem-
bers of the Law School community gathered 
in the lobby on the morning of Sept. II, 
2002 to commemorate the first anniYersary 
of the terrorist attacks on the United States. 
Faculty staff and student speakers of-
fered words of sola e and remembrance. 
Against a backdrop of red, white. and blue, 
four scheduled speaker related their ex-
periences and memories of the events of a 
year ago. The speeches encompassed a 
variety of themes similar to those played 
out in the media and across the nation for 
the weeks leading up to the anniversary of 
the attacks. Like most Americans, and 
indeed most of the world, each speaker had 
a vi id memory to bare of Sept. 11 ,2001. 
Bennie Rogers, Assistant Dean of Admis-
sion, told of his travel-related experiences 
in the days immediately following Sept. II . 
He emphasized three words-unity, pride 
and freedom-that he felt most aptly ex-
pressed the feelings and hopes of Ameri-
cans who found themselves struggling to 
make sense of the world and their country 
in the aftermath of the attacks . 
Faculty speaker Professor Davison Dou-
glas remarked upon a photograph that had 
impressed him as being particularly poi-
gnant and indicative of the international 
effects of the terror. The subject of the 
photo was the U.S . Embassy in Berlin 
where passersby had placed flowers and 
signs, one of which read simply: 'God 
Bless the World.' Douglas implored his 
audience of lawyers and law students to 
"fmd a way to walk the narrow path that 
pursues justice," and optimistically noted 
that "in the depths of despair, hope does 
flourish." 
Keith Wesolowski, Student Bar Associa-
tion President, spoke of the ideals upon 
which the Marshall Wythe School of Law 
was founded and urged students to look to 
the founders of the school for inspiration, 
noting that the "best response is to try to 
carry on." 
Dean Taylor Reveley related his youngest 
daughter' five-word impression of the 
attacks-unexpected, scary, chaotic, con-
fusing and sad. He also remarked upon the 
founders of the Law School, reminding 
students that they had persevered in the 
pursuit of their ideals through times of 
political upheaval and social instability. 
After the scheduled speakers, the floor 
was opened to members of the law school 
community. One speakerreemphasized the 
borderless implications of Sept. II, stating 
that the attacks were "a scar that we will all 
carry." 
Black ribbons were distributed to those in 
attendance and many students and staff 
members participated in other memorial 
activities that occurred throughout the 
day at William & Mary. The memorial 
events included a screening of In Memo-
riam: New York City 91/110f , a United 
Way community service project, a Blood 
Drive sponsored by the Black Law Stu-
dents Association, and a campus-wide 
service of reflection and remembrance in 
the Wren Courtyard. Law School classes 
that began at lOam commenced with a 
moment of silence in honor of the victims . 
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The 
Continuing 
Budget 
Crunch ' 
By: S.L. Rundle 
W &M President Timothy Sullivan began 
his September 10 open meeting on the 
college budget crunch by reminding the 
professors, students, and staff packed 
into the University Center auditorium that 
in a similar meeting in the spring he had 
said the college faced difficult times. Now, 
he said, the college faces "desperate times" 
for two distinct reasons. He blamed hard 
economic times, but placed the preponder-
ance of the fault with the political choices 
made by the "people of the Common-
wealth and our elected leadership" over 
the last twelve years. 
Richmond's highest priorities have been 
lower taxes and smaller government, he 
said, which the elected officials promised 
could be delivered without reductions in 
spending. The Commonwealth is now 
reaping the "consequences of short term 
dishonesty . . . grass roots [Virginia del-
egates)" have pandered to their constitu-
ents with "public handouts--what you 
might call a tax reduction." 
Sam Jones, Vice President for Finance, laid 
out the general Virginia budget scenario 
and the current and potential cuts to 
W &M's budget. By his figures, in fiscal 
-year200 1-2002 Virginia spent $23 7,000,000 
more than it collected in taxes . This year, 
the Commonwealth plans to spend be-
tween $1 ,500,000,000 and $5,000,000,000 
more than it wilrcollect in taxes. Trickle 
down belt-tightening could result in 
$30,000,000 in reduced Commonwealth 
funding for the college over the next three 
years. The annual college budget is about 
$100,000,000, 46% of which comes from 
Virginia 
On short notice, W &M must send Rich-
mond budget proposals for budget cut 
assumptions ranging from 7% to 15%. 
Managers in each college department have 
been asked to submit plans for 7% cuts. 
The general fund cut is targeted for 15%. 
Gov. Mark Warner has said no Common-
wealth agency or institution will receive 
more than 95% oflast year' s budget, and 
some will see cuts to 80%. Jones and 
Sullivan declined to say where the W &M 
cuts will occur. The Board of Visitors will 
have met to review the administration 's 
proposals before they are submitted in late 
September. After the proposal is submit-
ted it will become part of the Governor's 
classified working papers, which are not 
public information. Faculty and staff cuts 
appear inevitable; 80% of the budget is in 
wages and salaries, and some expendi-
tures in the other 20% are irreducible, such 
as electricity and trash service fees. Dur-
ing the two hour meeting the athletics 
program was not mentioned by any of the 
action committee in Virginia, according to 
panelists or audience members, but it is a its flier hyping the $62,000,000 bond refer-
likely victim for sharp reductions. endum on November 5. lfthe bond passes, 
During the open question and answer the law school library will be allotted 
session, law professor Alan Meese asked $1 1 ,800,000 for remodeling and expansion. 
if the college is developing plans to reduce Two halls on the undergraduate campus 
its reliance on government funding. Meese and the Lake Matoaka Amphitheater will 
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from Harvard. It is impossible that he is 
smart enough to fold a Cagney pocket 
square but not smart enough to grasp the 
revenue/expenditure relationship. Quot-
ing Mark Twain's maxim that a lie gets 
halfway around the world before the truth 
gets it boots on, he said the truth will have 
caught up when voters hold politicians 
accountable. The truth is, he said, we 
cannot have low taxes, small go~emment, 
and good universities and schools. His 
conclusion was that taxes need to be raised, 
but he noted that the Virginia tax-taboo, 
which has made it politically impossible to 
discuss tax hikes, must be overcome first. 
said he came to W &M as a student be- also be renovated. 
cause tuition was one-third of comparable Although Sullivan repeatedly referred . 
sch.ools' tuition and that an increase for in- to politicians and their lies, he apparently 
state students is a reasonable solution. faults them for taking advantage of the 
Sullivan dodged the tuition increase idea Commonwealth's credulous voting demo-
in his reply, but pointed to the pending graphic, rather than actually suggesting 
bond issue and the billion dollar endow- that it would be possible to cut taxes 
ment campaign, slated to end in 2007. without cutting services. Sullivan, who is 
Provost Gillian Cell, also on the discus- on the law school faculty, received his J.D. 
sionpanel,said that the college is reluctant _ ----------------------------_ 
to raise tuition because it decreases "socio-
economic diversity." This year, a 9% 
tuition hike covered around 40% of the 
budget cut. 
When one man in the audience com-
mented on the anger he had perceived in 
Sullivan' s introductory remarks, Sullivan 
joked, "Thatwasn 'tanger,just my attempt 
at truth telling ... you know, I'm not used 
to that." He was referring to the regular 
vituperative attacks againsthiin in campus 
political discussion and on The Flat Hat 
editorial page. 
The budget crunch, however, seems to 
have spawned an unusual sense of soli-
darity between the administration and stu-
dent body. At the least, no student who 
spoke or asked questions indicated any 
dissatisfaction with Sullivan' s handling of 
the budget problem. Rather, they asked 
about how they could best exert political 
pressure on Richmond. Sullivan sajd he 
was tempted to tell people to ten their 
elected officials that "We' re mad as hell 
and not going to take it any more." Other 
students made plugs for rallies and initia-
tives such as The Students of William and 
Mary, Inc., the first student run political 
Defending the Klan: 
Preserving the Constitution 
A presentation by David P. Baugh 
Friday, September 27, 2002 
11 :00 AM 
Room 119 
Richmond attorney David Baugh visits the law school to speak about 
his representation ofBarry Elton Black, who was tried and convicted 
under a Virginia statute tht banned the burniDg of crosses. Black, and 
Imperial Wizard ofthe Keystone Knights ofthe Ku Klux Klan, was 
arrested at a cross burning ceremony during a Klan rally at a private home. 
The Virginia statute, passed in the 1950s, was aimed at easing racial 
unrest 
An interesting twist? Mr. Baugh, who represented Black on behalf of 
the ACLU, is African American.The Virginia Supreme Court subsequently 
overturned the conviction on First Amendment grounds. The Common-
wealth appealed that decision to the US Supreme Court, which will hear 
the case this tenn. Why would an African American attorney represent a 
member of the Klan? Come fmd out on September 27th. 
Interested in the Middle East? 
JLSA invites you to a Q&A breakfast with 3 Israelis 
Th urs., Oct. 3 
Rm. 239 - 8:15 to 9:30 a.m. 
FREE BREAKFAST:' Bagels, 
fresh fruit, coffee & juice 
RSVP: lsfass@wrn.edu, 
by ·Mon., Sept. 30 
Come for a discussion with three yornig professionals from 
Israel, including one law student. Participate in a dialogue about 
terrorism, legal studies in Israel, perspectives on the Middle East 
conflict, the secular/religious rift in Israeli society, etc. 
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Angel at 
Law 
By: Shannon Hadeed 
Dear God, 
Day 456 and finally 1 am beginning to 
que tion my OW'11 character fitness . Was 
that the point of sending me here, to see if 
I would pass the test? Well, let me tell you 
I don't think it's fair there are moral tricks 
and traps everywhere. Will it be held 
against me that I raged against the vending 
machines the other day? Did anyone 
witness my kicking a coke free? Will they 
report it? Does it matter; 'cause really I paid 
for it that machine owed me. What about 
thinking of nasty ways around the sys-
tem? Or thinking about schmoozing the 
judge? Is it like sinning, do thoughts count 
too? Does the ABA have thought police? 
Do I have to smile at everyone? I am 
worried about this Legal Skills litigation. 1 
have this bad feeling it's going to be like 
Willie Wonka and the Chocolate Factory. 
They will set up all these moral pitfalls and 
traps and make it look like everybody else 
is doing it too, so if you want to win you 
better play by the real rules. But then in the 
end the big buzzer is going to come on and 
you will be kicked out of the game. And 
they' re you'll be in your suit, wondering 
why the game over sign came up so quickly 
on your screen. They are going to have a 
judge make inappropriate comments, and 
if you don't catcb it or stop it they'll dock 
you points. Next, the bailiffis going to give 
you some information you shouldn't have 
and if you don't share it, they dock you 
more points. Shady evidence will magi-
cally appear in your hanging file, if you 
don ' t give it to the opposing counsel too, 
more points will be docked. But the whole 
time you won ' t know it's part of the game, 
you will think "special" things are being 
done just for you. Boy will you be wrong. 
I don' t actually know this is what will 
happen lord, but that is what I would do if 
I was running the program to catch all the 
slimy lawyers to be and nip their bad habits 
in the bud. What? Why am I not worried? 
Hey, I may have lost my wings but I didn ' t 
lose my morals. Yet. Maybe. In did lose 
them, I didn't feel it, so it must not have hurt 
that badly. 
The job search is a gr,eat deal like fishing I 
have discovered. I send out the bait (my 
resume, writing sample) and see who bites. 
Since I don 'treally have the time to frnd out . 
what the random names on the boxes mean 
I can't tell until I get a bite ifit's a big fish 
or a little one. Not only that, but because 
I like to leave the waters muddy I don't get 
hung up on how many fish I didn't catch 
because it's impossible to see how many 
are in the lake. It always exciting to catch 
a fish and as you know lord, it only takes 
one to feed you. Anyways, with all this 
interviewing on campus I can 'tremember 
if it was Alvin, Simon, and Theodore or 
Huey, Dewey, and Lueywho grilled me like 
it was the inquisition all over again. Some-
times I get confused, it feels just like a 
conversation. How can you grade a con-
versation? I am very glad my classmates 
can't grade my conversation, especially at 
my 8:30 class (I know you had something 
to do with the timing ofthatone,justa little 
more tortuous eb?) Still, during other inter-
views, itis very clear I am in the little chair 
and they can ask me to tell them what 
number they are thinking of and why. 
Christian 
legal 
Really, sometimes I justwantto tell them the 
truth. Sometimes 1 think part of the stress 
of an interview is holding back what you 
really want to say. For example: Inter-
viewer: Why are you interested in my firm? 
Me: Because you gave me an interview. 
Interviewer: What would you like to know 
about the firm? Me: Is it going to give me 
a job? Interviewer: What did you do this 
summer? Me: 1 went to Spain to live it up 
before I get stuck working for some fmn like 
yours. What was that lord? -Where' s my 
positive attitude? What are you trying to 
say? 1 need to love my fellow interviewer 
too? That is really pushing it. I will love 
them if they give me a job. Or even a call 
back. 1 think I am doing really well, I have 
not once secretly tried to sabotage my 
fellow classmates interviews. Well, except 
knocking like there 's a national emergency 
and then rurming away. But that was just 
playing. That doesn ' t count. 
I have decided to write you a cover letter in 
the hope that you will give me my job back. 
Please. Oh please. I can't take it anymore. 
1 don't want a fmn job. I just want to go 
home. 
Dear Angel Coordinator-Jehovah-Yahweh-
Almighty One, 
I am currently a second year law student at 
William and Mary. Prior to law school, I was 
a second-class angel in the fifth district. I 
am interested in working in a highly ethical 
environment. I am very impressed with 
your reputation here on earth and the vari-
ety of services you offer. 
I feel that my moral effectiveness and ability 
to combat evil has been greatly honed by 
my time here at William and Mary. Our 
• SOCl.ety 
Devotional meetings 
tuesdays 
1 :00-1 :30 
In the cottage 
bible study 
wednesdays 
7:30-9:00 
Room 134 
For more information, please contact Shelley Dolf, President, at 
srdolf@wm.edu or 258-2889 
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Legal Skills program has been specially 
designed to create greater legal ·ethics. It 
recreates the tricks and pitts oflegal prac-
tice by creating confusing as~ignments, 
arbitrary deadlines, and a stressful envi-
ronment filled with difficult decisions that 
would lead the ordinary student astray. In 
our program however, the correct path is 
clearly outlined and we are equipped with 
practical and professional ways to avoid 
and deflect moral dilemmas. I feel that as 
a result of this training I will be a.much 
more effective angel. Not only do I under-
stand humanity better, but I know all the 
loopholes to still send ok people to hell. 
I realize that distance is an issue. How-
ever, you can always contact me in my 
dreams from 12:00 to around 7:55 , by 
epiphany, or divine intervention. I look 
forward to hearing from you. 
Thank you for your time and consider-
ation in this matter. 
Very Sincerely, 
AL 
DISCRIMINATION, cont'd from page 2.. . 
It is not only unfair in human terms but 
opens the door to. other, anti minority dis-
crimination. It inevitably creates resent-
ment among the disadvantaged groups 
and stigmatizes the supposed beneficia-
ries, putting a big affmnative-action aster-
isk next to them and their records. It 
compromises' the law school's intellec-
tual mission and creates pressure for 
double standards in grading and gradua-
tion, too . Finally, it is insulting in its 
assumption that there must be a racial 
double standard and that African Ameri-
cans can succeed only if the bar is lowered 
for them. The discrimination should stop. 
Roger Clegg biography 
Roger Clegg writes, speaks, and 
conducts research on legal issues 
raised by the civil-rights laws. He is 
vice president and general counsel at 
the Center for Equal Opportunity, a 
conservative Washington, D.C. think 
tank that specializes in civil rights, 
immigration, and bilingual-education 
issues. 
From 1982 to 1993, Clegg held a number 
of positions at the U.S. Department of 
Justice, including assistant to the 
solicitor general, where he argued three 
cases before the United States Supreme 
Court, and was the number-two official 
m the Civil Rights Division and 
Environment Division. From 1993 to 
1997, Mr. Clegg was vice president and 
general counsel of the National Legal 
Center for the Public Interest, where he 
wrote and edited a variety of publica-
tions on legal issues of interest to 
business. He has appeared on CNN, C-
Span, ABC, and National Public Radio 
and has testified before Congress. He 
is a graduate of Rice University and 
Yale Law SchooL 
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ONE-
HOUR 
By: Peter Flanigan 
Film is a powerful expressive medium 
that can convey beautiful images and sto-
ries that can change how people look at 
their own lives. Often, the photography 
itself can supplement the movie by ex-
pressing themes and stories creating a 
"mise en scene". Too often in today's 
Hollywood, most directors just use the 
lens to tell the story without giving any 
thought how else to convey their message. 
Even movies that attempt it today seem to 
have something lacking (like the kaleido-
scope of activity in Moulin Rouge and the 
distracting colors of The 5th Element) or 
the overall color tint used for an interesting 
effect in movies such as The lvlatrix or 
Pleasantville. 
However, one film has brought back 
the concept of mise en scene in a big way. 
One Hour Photo tells the story ofSy "the 
photo guy" (Robin Williams). Syworks as 
a lonely photo developer who enjoys the 
pictures of his customers more than his 
own life. It takes an interest in the Yorkin 
family and especially their son Jake (Dylan 
Smith Ill). 
Sy's life is absolutely as colorless as 
- the white and pastel blue environment of 
the Savemart that he works in . The only 
real colors in the movie and the photo-
graphs that people like the Yorkin's take. 
Sy is so lonely that he first imagines him-
self in the pictures, then going into the 
Yorkin's house unti I finally starting to find 
excuses to visit Jake and his mother Nina 
(Connie Neilsen, Mission fO Mars, 
Rushmore). 
Instead of just being a friendly neigh-
borhood stalker, Sy starts to lose it when 
he finds out, through a set of photographs, 
that the father, Will Yorkin (Michael Vartan 
Alias,It Had To Be You) is having an affair 
with his secretary. This is coupled with Sy 
being fired from the Savemart because he 
is making extra sets of prints (and as we 
later find out putting them up on his wall). 
Sy is upset by this affair because Will 
is a man that has everything that Sy does 
not but he is throwing it all away on some 
affair. Sy decides to take matters into his 
own hands, which leads to an anti-climatic 
but very satisfying ending, that not only 
gives new meaning to "snapshot" but a 
great movie experience. 
The background whites and blues in-
form so much about Sy character and the 
world that he inhabits that when he goes 
in-between his world and the Yorkin's 
world, the entire film screen's colors and 
focuses change to the character's percep-
tions and interests. The mise en scene 
hammers home the rationales for the 
character's actions and contributes to the 
overall understanding of the character' s 
motivations. 
The movie itselfis not so much a stalker 
drama that happens to a suburban family. 
Instead, it is an interesting look into the 
mind of the stalker and how someone can 
actually understand why a poor guy like 
Sy can become mixed up between fantasy 
and reality in relation to his place in the 
Yorkin family. 
Robin Williams turns in his second 
great performance in a row (Insomnia, 
while ultimately unsatisfying was a true 
tour de force for Williams as opposed to 
his "great performances" in Patch Adams 
and Death to Smoochy) . Not all of the 
performances hit the mark however. Eric 
LaSalle (who plays the detective investi-
gating Sy) is in an absolute throwaway 
role w.ith almost no believable lines. Any-
time he is on the screen, the movie really 
drags. 
The director Mark Romanek (who also 
wrote the script) turns in an inspired per-
formance in pacing and attention to detail. 
The score (written by Reinhold Heil and 
Johnny Klimek), while overbearing at times, 
is truly haunting in places and adds to the 
overall mise en scene of the movie. I can't 
suggest a better way of spending two 
hours in the next few weeks than going to 
check out this movie. 
Calvin (Ice Cube) is another man who 
doesn 't know what he has in Barbershop. 
Calvin owns· a local barbershop that em-
ploys a bevy of colorful and interesting 
characters. Making some notable appear-
ances are Eve, Cedric the Entertainer and 
Sean Patrick Thomas (Cmel Intentions, 
Can't Hardly Wait). They all make up an 
unpredictable and funny cast that sits 
around the barbershop telling tales, pon-
tificating on the state of the black commu-
nity and generally cracking ridiculous jokes. 
All is not well in "barbershop land." 
Calvin feels overshadowed by his fa ther 's 
legend in the community as a barber. All he 
wants to do is sell the barbershop to start 
a recording studio to buy Steadman's 
(former husband of Oprah). Calvin makes 
a nebulous deal with the local loan shark 
who decides to tum the barbershop into a 
barbershop themed strip club. 
Calvin starts hav ing second thoughts 
about the sale because of the daylong 
progression of the patrons and employees 
of the barbershop detailing why the bar-
bershop is so special and the community 
nexus. As Cedric proclaims, "this is our 
country club." Calvin feels so guilty that 
he decides to spend the entire day wres-
tling with his conscience and ultimately 
tries to get his barbershop back. 
Meanwhile, JD (Anthony Anderson, 
Romeo Must Die) and his slow witted 
accomplice, in a related subplot, steal an 
ATM and try various hilarious ways of 
opening the ATM. Little do they know that 
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it is a futile effort because the A TM was 
never filled up. All of these subplots come 
together in an almost sugary sweet finale, 
which, of course, sees the barbershop end 
up in the hands of its rightful owner. 
The dialogue was sharp and meaning-
ful for such a large-scale ensemble picture. 
Ice Cube, while not turning in an Oscar 
worthy performanc~, certainly breaks out 
of the "rappers trying act" mold (i .e. DMX, 
Ja Rule etc.) and actually turns in a good 
performance as an actor. Eve also does 
·well with her limited character, which re-
sults in an enjoyable hour and forty-five 
minutes . 
TV Movie Pick of the Week: While not 
technically a movie, The Sopranos has the 
aesthetic, the writing and the characters of 
a movie each week. I recently got HBO for 
the simple reason of watching this show at 
9 pm on Sunday nights. Outside of The 
Simpsons, you cannot miss this show. 
DVD Pick of the Week: The Count of 
Monte Cristo: Not a great movie but worth 
it to see a modem take on old Hollywood 
movie making conventions. Plus, while his 
movies might be hit or miss, Guy Pierce has 
yet to tum in a bad performance. More-
over, I am a sucker for sword fights. 
Kimball Theatre Schedule: The Fast Run-
ner, 9127-9/307:30;ReadMyLips 1011 -101 
36:45 and 9; The Piano Teacher 10/4- I 01 
76:45 and 9: I 5. 
Coming to a Li t tle Thea tre Near you . 
Law Law Palooza 
William and Mary's 
Variety Show 
October 
7:00 
Campus 
5, 2002 
P.M. 
Center 
Little Theatre 
Annual 
Brought to you by Phi Del ta Pi, Studen t Bar Associ a -
tion and the Public Service Fund 
-
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Civic 
Discourse 
with 
Alphabet 
Soup 
By: KateJackson 
Last week, I had a bit 01 a disagreement 
with one of my classmates concerning the 
consequence of the alphabet of twenty-
four hour cable news channels interrupt-
ing my nightly channel flipping. I, being 
the liberal political philosophy major that 
I am, insisted that such " information" re-
sources can be nothing but an obstacle to 
any smoothly functioning democracy. My 
partner in this exchange, however, remained 
much more optimistic about Americans ' 
abilities to follow their own intuition-re-
gardless of the number of soundbite-
news flashes scrolling across their TV sets 
all day long. Heck, people never watch the 
news anyway. I must concede that The 
Simpsons provides not only better enter-
tainment, but also valuable social com-
mentary, as crude as its satire may be. And 
yes, maybe Britney Spears is damn hot in 
that one video. 
Kudos to AOLlTime Warner, Viacom, 
and General Electric, or whatever other 
media Cyclopes that gained that much 
success, to be able to filter through every-
thing that goes on in the world and decide 
what we hear about and what we don ' t. 
The American dream, after all , encourages 
us to compete, to achieve our interests, to 
expand our utility curves. Even C-SP AN is 
run by corporate leaders (it ain ' t PBS, 
folks) . 
I won' t mention FOX News. I think we all 
know the academic motives (or lack thereof) 
of that particular media source. 
All this wouldn't bother me if Chris 
Matthews didn ' t call "liberal" what's at 
best "moderately conservative" (e .g. , 
George Stephanopoulous and a plagiariz-
ingDoris Kearns Goodwin), or if! actually 
saw a discussion panel on MSNBC spin-
ning something that wasn ' t somehow 
blamed on Bill Clinton's sexual promiscu-
ity. Or if Pat Buchanan really didn 't get his 
own TV show (this must be a nightmare!) 
Well, free speech and all that. If you can 
run a cable news channel, by all means, do 
it! 
Except that, recently, the Federal Com-
munications Commission, the bureaucracy 
in charge of regulating all this media 
moguling, announced a plan to dismantle 
the paltry regulations that still exist in 
cablerrv/radiolInternet broadband mar-
ket Back in 200 I, when the FCC formed its 
roundtable on media ownership policies, 
most panelists focused on the..economic 
consequences of media mergers - HHI 
Indices and monopsony configurations. 
Heck, I took a few economics courses, and 
I'm convinced that the market maniacs 
may actually be right; maybe things get 
cheaper and competition is just fine and 
dandy. Go Mergers! I'll buy box tickets to 
the next antitrust suit. It'sjust, the problem 
with defining everything in market terms is 
that one forgets that we are a democracy 
first, and a capitalist market second - per-
haps a more far distant second than most 
imagine. Maybe - and I may be reaching-
something is more important than making 
a buck. 
The director of research at the Consumer 
Federation of Arne rica and the president of 
Citizens Research, Mark Cooper, Ph.D. 
Yale 1979, summarized my own worries 
quite succinctly during that first session 
of the FCC roundtable: "Civic discourse in 
the marketplace of ideas is not the same as 
entertainment variety in commercial media 
markets. Antagonism of ideas is not the 
same as competition between products . . 
. ownership matters . .. not only because 
owners influence what gets aired and how 
it is played, but also because there are 
ways in which the success of commercial 
media can be antithetical to a vibrant mar-
ketplace of ideas." 
And don ' t tell me no one has noticed 
the diminishing professionalism and ob-
jectivity of TV news in past years ... the 
entire cable network feels like The Na-
tionalInquirernowadays. Well, okay, the 
Inquirer isn ' t ruining democracy. How-
ever, cable news mergers are much more 
pernicious than tabloid newspapers. Af-
ter all, what's stopping us from educating 
ourselves about world affairs? All we need 
is daily access to tbe Internet, at least three 
newspaper subscriptions, and a spare two-
three hours a day digging into them. 
I don ' t know about you guys, but my civic 
motivation has to be pretty high to put in 
that kind of time! I don ' t know enough 
about anything to formulate educated _ 
answers to public policy questions. And 
I'm in law school. What about those folks 
who weren't fortunate enough to graduate 
high school? People who actually have to 
work all day, rather than writing columns 
for some small-time student newspaper? 
So much for the "marketplace of ideas." 
For those of us who don't take the 
booming voice of colossal media seriously-
and you'll have to forgive me for this one-
Thomas Jefferson, our favorite hero, wrote 
a letter to John Adams in 1813 that went 
something like this: "Education [ will raise] 
the mass of the people to the high ground 
of moral respectability ~ecessary to their 
own safety, and to orderly government . . 
." After all, according to Jefferson in his 
Notes on the State of Virginia, there is 
nothing "[M]ore important, none more 
legitimate, than that of rendering the people 
safe [through education], as they are the 
ultimate guardians of their own liberty." 
You will nod your head: "Education is 
important, dub." We all had to go to school 
at some point in our lives. Most of us can 
even read, if the muse moves us. 
Enter MSNBC, CNBC, CNN, FOX. .. Easy 
access! Any time you want! Headlines 
flashing at the bottom of your screen! 
News TV-dinner shrinkwrap style. Slap 
"CNN" on something and it's the truth, the 
whole truth, and nothing but the truth. 
Never mind that the scope of political 
debate has narrowed exponentially (and I 
say this independent of anything Noam 
Chomsky might have said in the past). 
People don ' t have to spend a lot of time 
gleaning all the information they think 
they need-they don 't have to take the time 
to think, to ask questions, to doubt the 
legitimacy of their resources . . . It's hard 
to ask questions about things you don' t 
know a lot about, and if one is under the 
impression that one knows everything 
important there is to know, well, that's a 
good way to forget to "guard your lib-
erty." The truth is, we depend on TV news 
for our civic education. If cable news was 
a public school, I'd privatize it. What a 
failure! 
So back to -the real consequences of 
cable news channels. They don' t report 
the thousands of coal-fue power plants 
violating the Clean Air Act of'73. It's not 
in public debate. They don ' t report on the 
AIDS 'epidemic. It's not in public debate. 
They don't report Green Party issues. 
They 're not in public debate. They don ' t 
tell us about what members ofthe Admin-
istration did m Nicaragua ten years ago. 
No one said anything about it in the last 
presidential election. No one ever told us 
that Justice Scalia believes government 
derives its powers from God! NBC didn't 
inform us that percentage of tenured 
women professors is the same it was in the 
'70s. One doesn't hear much of anything 
about the hundreds of innocent people 
detained for months after last year's tragic 
terrorist attacks. No one has ever sug-
gested on CNBC that failing public schools 
might need more money, not less, to func-
tion adequately. Never mind that they're 
still segregated! No one bothered to find 
out what President Bush actually did the 
year he went A WOL during his service in 
the Texas National Guard. Maybe l' m mix-
ing up causation with correlation here, but 
I would place my hard-earned money on a 
bet that your average Joe doesn ' t know a 
whole lot about these issues because they 
weren' t on TV. People may not be stupid-
they can think on their own-but it's hard-
to think about quantum physics when you 
haven't taken the class yet. 
Maybe these random issues don't 
move you. Maybe democracy really is 
supposed to be a balancing of mere per-
sonal self-interest. I can't convince you to 
change your morals, or to give you some 
compassion. I can only say that in order to 
make this country great, I mean really 
great, we need to be honest with ourselves 
and with what we do to each other. We 
need to know what ' s going on, and we 
need to decide for ourselves what's really 
important. Otherwise, we'll never have a 
chance to fix anYthing. We' ll just be the 
marbles someone else is playing with. 
In case you didn't know, here's the 
abridged list of who owns what-for those 
of you who aren't worried yet. 
Viacom: 
Paramount Stations Group; UPN; MTV; 
Nickelodeon; VHI; Comedy Central; 
Showtirne;BET; TNN; Paramount Pic-
tures; Spelling Entertainment; Block-
buster; Simon & Schuster; Touchstone; 
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CBS 
AOL Time Warner: 
Compuserve; AOL; ICQ; MapQuest; 
Winamp; Netscape; Time Life; HBO; 
Cinemax; CNN; WB; Court TV; Warner 
Brothers; Sports Illustrated; People; En-
tertainment Weekly; This Old House; T~S 
Superstation; TNT; Cartoon Network; New 
Line Cinema 
General Electric: 
NBC; Tememundo; CNBC;MSNBC;A&E; 
History Channel; AMC; Sports Channel; 
. F ox Sports; National Geographic Channel; 
Web-TV [Editor'S note: GE manufactures 
nuclear weapons delivery systems] 
Disney: 
Mirarnax; ABC; ESPN; Dis90ver; Lifetime; 
E!; A&E and History Channel (with GE); 
Buena Vista; Touchstone 
And lastly, here's a few Alternate Media 
Sources for the ambitious citizen: 
Buzzflash.com; Bartcop.com; 
thenation.com; salon. com (ignore David 
Horowitz); mediawhoresonline (mwo.com); 
democrats. com (not referring the political 
party). The Wall Street Journal, also, has 
the best news s,ection. For more informa-
tion on this topic, www.cjr.org is a great 
resource. ' 
Amicus 
Staff Picks 
The question of the week is: "Assuming 
that money (or the state budget) is no 
object, what one thing would you add to 
or change about the facilities here at 
Marshall Wythe?" 
Tim Castor 
We desperately need a painting ofMarshall 
and Wythe playing hopscotch. 
MichaelR. Thompson 
I would endow the law school so that we 
could operate independently from the state 
budget and from the undergraduate cam-
pus permanently. 
AndreaLD' Ambra 
A new library with reading lamps at every 
carrel and big comfortable reading chairs 
(like the ones in the north wing only with 
ottomans). A permanent wet bar/latte stand 
on the patio situated right near our new in-
ground Jacuzzi. A lockerroom with show-
ers. A climate controlled underground 
walkway from overflow parking to the 
school. Or even better yet, reasonably 
priced valet parking. Oh wait .. . you said 
one thing . .. 
Sara Aliabaldi 
Put a swimming pool and a jacuzzi in the 
lobby of the law school . .. and maybe a 
swing set, too? 
Adrienne Griffm 
Two words - nap room! 
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S-()-~-I-I>-~-Il-I-lL-1{ would think that we would exchange a greeting with every pawn that passed us 
on the big checkerboard oflife (for those 
Hallmark executives who may be reading, 
I want you to know that I am free on 
weekends). Yet, whenI observe members 
of the law school community pass each 
other in the halls, I get the vague impres-
sion that an individual only acknowledges 
people that heor she "knows" (notice I did 
not use the word "likes"). What does the 
word "knows" really mean anyway? It 
cannot be a truly important word, for it has 
never been featured during a National 
Spelling Bee (unlike the words "cardboard," 
"protractor," and "antifluoridationist"). 
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by two primary benefits. First, the height-
ened level of acknowledgement amongst 
members of the law school community 
would create a more congenial atmosphere 
than what currently exists (minimally im-
portant). Second, by breaking it down to 
the electric slide a few hundred times a day, 
one would really be able to work those 
quads (incredibly iV1Portant). 
By: Tim Castor 
I don' t know about you, but when I am 
not getting hand cramps (briefmg a case), 
lifting weights (opening a texthook), or 
playing "Whose Line is it Anyway?" (par-
ticipating in a class discussion), I like to 
have some fun. Whereas some people 
enjoy spending their free time at Bar Re-
view (no pun intended ... aren ' t I a riot?), I 
tend to sit back, crack open my 1992 ver-
sion of Webster 's Collegiate Dictionary, 
and hone my spelling skills. Ever since I 
was a little whippersnapper, I have always 
marveled at how those tenacious fourth 
graders could correctly spell all of those 
difficult words in front of a nationally 
televised audience (Does the National 
Spelling Bee really need judges? Just 
throw the kids in a room with a dictionary 
and see what happens). Due to the fact 
that my elementary school was blacklisted 
~om the spelling competition, I could only 
watch others blaze their trail to Websterian 
greatness. Despite my inability to enter 
this competition as a child I always had a 
goal that one day I would be talented and 
bold enough to be the first adult to enter 
the National Spelling Bee. 
A few days ago, while I was spelling 
some words and practicing my victory 
soeech for "Da Bee" (at least that is what 
George Wendt calls it) I happened upon a 
word that caught my eye: solidarity. After 
repeating this word in my head several 
times, I came to the rea~tion that the 
individuals who best epitomize the word 
"solidarity" are school bus drivers. Dur-
ing my years as a child, as well as those as 
an overseer of glee and merriment (camp 
counselor) I rode on my share of school 
buses. During the course of every bus trip, . 
the bus I was riding on would almost 
certainly pass another bus. When such an 
event occurred, the driver of each bus 
would wave to the other. For a while, I 
thought that the wave was merely a greet-
ing between two individuals who knew 
each other. However, during a bus ride to 
Sesame Place this past summer (l wanted 
to witness fIrsthand how one could suc-
cessfully live out of a garbage can before 
I submitted my law school loan papers), I 
witnessed my bus driver wave to a bus 
driver from New Jersey (I assume this is 
where he was from, considering that he 
nearly drove us off the road) . It was at that 
precise moment that I became cognizant of 
the fact that bus drivers were ~ither really 
friendly or were members of an elitist un-
derground organization bent on painting 
the entire world yellowish-gold. 
Regardless of the motives behind a bus 
driver' s wave to a fellow driver, I think it is 
interesting that such solidarity is lacking 
in our law school community. Given that 
we are all pawns in the same evil game, you 
Instead of acknowledging merely those 
who we think are cool, funny, or most 
adept at making a peanut butter and jelly 
sandw.ich without getting peanut butter in 
the jelly jar, I contend that we should 
recognize every person in our law school 
community. In order to accomplish this 
objective, we need to create some tangible 
form of acknowledgement that can be 
employed whenever two individuals pass 
each other. Although a wave of the hand 
might appear to be the most appropriate 
form of acknow ledgement, I do not wantto 
go stepping on the toes of bus drivers and 
their underground organization. That be-
ing the case, I suggest that individuals 
within the law school community acknowl-
edge their peers byperfol1Tlii1g a one-verse 
rendition of the electric slide. Granted, this 
form of acknowledgement would prove to 
be quite time consuming. This burden, 
however, would be greatly overshadowed 
Despite an encouraging cost-benefit 
analysis, I tend to think that no one )Vill 
endorse my proposal to enhance solidar-
ity amongst members of the law school 
community. This refusal on the part of my 
colleagues is not a result of a conflict 
between their values and my proposal, nor 
is it due to the fact that they could not win 
a dancing competition against Los Ange-
les Laker Mark Madsen (although maybe 
this fact should matter). The reason that 
people will not adopt my proposal is be-
cause they do not want to look like dorks . 
Law students can handle facing a daily 
inquisition at the hands of their profes-
sors, endure uncomfortable job interviews, 
and even stomach poorly cooked ground 
beef. If they are asked to break their 
marriage to coolness, however, they are 
unwilling to do so. Until people learn to 
divorce themselves from the idea of cool-
ness and embrace their innermost dorkish 
desires, members of our community will fail 
·to be properly acknowledged. Even worse, 
the existence of the electric slide will COIl-
tinue to be limited to weddings, bar and bat 
mitzvahs, and the occasional rowdy 
evening at the bingo hall. 
The Public Service Fund Thanks 
AMF Williamsburg 
The Colonial Golf Course 
Grille The Sportsman" s 
Master 
For 
J.M. Randall's 
Cleaners of Williamsb.urg· 
Yukon Steak Co. 
Donating Prizes 
for Casino Ni'ght 
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DAlE EVmf LOCATION TIME 
- -
-
Sept 23 National Centerfor State Courts Cottage 8 AM to 5 PM 
Sept 23 Academic Support Make up Review Session Rm 119 08:30 AM 
Sept 23 US Marine Corps Interview (OCPP) Rm 141 Q9:00 AM 
Sept 23 Environmental Law & Policy Review Ed. Board Mtg. Rm239 5 to 6:30 PM 
Sept 24 OCPPI PSF Funding Meeting Rm 135 12:45 to 1 :30 PM 
Sept 24 Kaplan (Training students to teach LSA T reviews) Rm 262 5 to 8 PM 
Sept 26 Visit of Ani Satz Rare Book Rm 12:45 PM 
Sept 27 Presentation by David Baugh Rm 119 11 AM to 12: 1 0 PM 
Sept 27 NCCB Competition Training Rm 135 3 PM 
Sept 28 ASA Drum Circle Sunken Garden 4:30 to 6:30 PM 
Oct 1 Case Briefing and Outlining Workshop - 1 Ls Rm 119 1 :30 to 3PM 
Oct 1 Kaplan (Training students to teach LSATreviews) OCPPResourceCtr 5 to 8 PM 
Oct 1 BushrodToumament various 6 to 10 PM 
Oct 2 US Coast Guard General Session Rm 239 9 AM 
Oct 2 Bushrod Toumament various 6 to 10 PM 
Oct 3 S1. George Tucker Lecture Rm 127 3 PM 
Oct 3 JLSA-Breakfast with3lsraelis Rm239 8:15AM 
Oct 3 BushrodToumament various 6 to 10 PM 
Oct 4 Breast Cancer Awareness Day Rm 138 11 AM to 12 PM 
Oct 4 "Small Town Practice, Big Time Career" Rm 127 12:30 to 1 :30 PM 
Oct 4 Reception for "Small Town Practice, Big Time Career" Lobby 1 :30 to 3 PM 
Oct 4 Bushrod Toumament various 6 to 10 PM 
Oct 5 Law Law Palooza Campus Center Little Theatre 7 PM 
, 
Top Ten Reasons Law Students Are Sleeping on the 
Cruddy Sofa in the Den 
By: Seth Rundle 
10. Reciting Law Cram outlines in sleep. 
9. Sold bed for bail money after unusually successful Bar Review. 
8. Objecting stopped being funny after 1 06th time. 
You told her that your earlier oral promise to clean the bathroom every week for two years was, in fact, barred by the Statute of Frauds. 
6. Because you pulled threeall-nighters in a row, she claimed the entire bed through a~verse possession. 
s. Bradwell v. TIlinois (83 US 130) "separate spheres" argument did not apply to helping with the dishes and laundry. 
4. ApplyingU.C.C.byanalogy. 
3. It's better than sleeping on the sofas in the lobby. 
2. CaughthittingonDeanReveley. 
1. Tried to end argument by telling her she'd "failed to state a claim upon which relief can be granted." 
